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expression with C++'s getline function? I am writing a homework assignment to find the area and
volume of an object, and I am stuck on how to get the area/volume values in a large.txt file. Right
now I can get the contents of the file with the getline function. But I want to make sure that I get
two lines, one for the diameter and one for the height of the cylinder. For instance if the diameter of
the cylinder is 8.5 then i would get 8.5 2.00cm in the file, and once that's done, i can use the regexp
function to get the area and volume. I can do it for a.txt file with the "diameter" and "height"
numbers in the right order, but it is hard to figure out how to combine the two different numbers
into one big data. What I tried is: ifstream inputFile; inputFile.open(inputFileName.c_str()); if
(!inputFile) { std::cerr > diameter; inputLineStream >> height; //get the area std::
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